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HEPA Media Filtration
HEPA Level Filtration

The most powerful backpack vacuum on the market is now available with HEPA Level Filtration™.
The Super CoachVac® HEPA and Super QuarterVac® HEPA are formidable tools for battling poor
indoor air quality. They are ideal for vacuuming high square-footage facilities and high-traffic area
that requires extreme power and suction when deep cleaning any surface.

HEPA LEVEL FILTRATION

™
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HEPA LEVEL FILTRATION™
Super CoachVac HEPA Specs
Motor: 1221 watt/10.6 amp
Airflow: 150 CFM
Static Lift: 100''
Weight: 11 lbs.
Sound Level: 66 dB
Intercept Micro™ Filter media: 698 sq. in./10 qt.

POWER

Four Level® Filtration w/HEPA: 1190 sq. in. total area

Super QuarterVac HEPA Specs
Motor: 1221 watt/10.6 amp
Airflow: 150 CFM
Static Lift: 100''
Weight: 10 lbs.

FILTRATION

Sound Level: 67 dB
Intercept Micro™ Filter media: 496 sq. in./6 qt.
Four Level® Filtration w/HEPA: 845 sq. in. total area

Includes: a 11/2'' static-dissipating vacuum hose, a
50' extension cord and two Intercept Micro Filters.

Warranty*
3 years on parts, labor and motor. Lifetime on body.

ERGONOMIC

*see owner’s manual for complete warranty details

Advantages
Now with HEPA, the most powerful backpack vacuums on the market
have 6 or 10 quart filter capacity designed to handle high squarefootage areas that require the utmost cleanliness.

HEPA filter works in concert with ProTeam’s advanced Four Level
Filtration system (including organically treated Intercept Micro Filters)
to capture 99.97% of airborne particles .3 micron or larger which
meets HEPA filtration levels.

Vastly exceeds all industry regulation testing standards set by the
Carpet & Rug Institute and the requirements of the U.S. Green Building
Council’s LEED rating system on performance and filtration.

New waist and shoulder straps distribute weight evenly for maximum
comfort and quick adjustment.

With a smaller profile, the Super QuarterVac HEPA is versatile enough
for any sized cleaning professional.

Redesigned ergonomic backplate with switch cord pocket, cord control and integrated tool belt to keep accessory tools within your grasp.

Utilizing our most powerful motor, users are able to clean more with
less down time.

Includes a thermal protector shut-off switch that prevents the motor
from overheating due to a full filter or obstruction within the vacuum.
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